**PROJECT G - Construct ADA Improvements**
- This project will require additional public input to identify specific areas and/or intersections for improvements.
- Current funding will cover about one block (both sides of the street) and one intersection; additional funding is needed for further improvements.
- Relocation of sidewalk obstructions such as power poles require cooperation with/agreement from PNM or other entities.

**PROJECT H - Traffic Circle at Mountain Rd. & Woodward Pl.**
- This project will require additional study and funding.
- Current funding can be designated for study and some design.
- Right-of-way acquisition will likely be required.

**PROJECT I - Traffic Circle at Mountain Rd. & Edith Boulevard**
- This project will require additional study and funding.
- Current funding can be designated for study and some design.
- Right-of-way acquisition will likely be required.

**PROJECT J - Center Median/Pedestrian Refuge on Mountain Rd. at South Frontage Rd.**
- This project will require further study and NMDOT approval.
- This project may require additional changes to the current roadway/lane configuration at the intersection.

**PROJECT K - Pedestrian Crossing & HAWK Signal on Mountain Rd. at AHS/CEC**
- This project would require additional study.
- Signalization is required for mid-block pedestrian crossings.